
Recurring Billing For Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central & NAV

Management of billing is critical to the most business case where large 
amount of invoices are issued. You need to ensure your system and 

processes are running accurately and operating in time. But it is also 
important to be able to add new items and set up new billing standards 

seamlessly. The principal features of a well-functioning invoicing system 
are flexible and automated, and fits your business needs exactly.

Is Your Business Billing Critical?
Too many recurring invoices to bill out?

Unreasonably complex to manage changes?
Very time consuming workflows?

If you agree, MultiSoft Innovation provides you with the proper 
recurring billing module for your Microsoft Dynamics system.

OFFERS AUTOMATED BILLINGS
FOR RECURRING SUBSCRIPTIONS, SERVICES AND MAINTENANCES

ReBil$
Recurring Billing Scheduler



The ReBilS is developed for the newest version of the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central & NAV system. It supports the recurring billing, and automates 
the billing logic. Using this you can cut out the manual mistakes from the system. Let ReBils do the process automatically. 

Should it be rental, subscription or any service provided at regular intervals, all you have to do is create a contract at the beginning and ReBilS will manage the 
billing. It will automatically prepare the invoices in the future and even send it to your customer if you wish.

The invoicing period can be yearly, monthly or even daily. Choose the most fitting billing cycle and ReBilS will do the rest f. It can issue your bills automatically 
day by day. You can manage an agreement with your client, track the details of that contract, modify pay dates, schedule payment periods, and keep track of 
changes. Beside the recurring billing schedule, it includes a lot of useful features which can make your process quicker and more comfortable.

Configurable billing cycles: 
You can apply different billing cycles for your clients. These can be daily, 
weekly, monthly, or even „anniversary”, where the billing cycle date is 
adapted automatically after the period is set up. It gives the flexibility to 
allow your customers selecting the billing day they prefer.

Subscription based billing period: 
The billing of some subscription based products can be set up based on 
the number of months according to agreement.

Billing based on the needs: 
Customers can request an on-demand invoice at any time, e.g. to settle 
unpaid items or outstanding invoices.

MultiSoft Ltd. offers a complete solution in enterprise management, document and 
workflow management, customer relationship management based on Microsoft 
Dynamics, and custom software development. In addition to our market leading 
position in Hungary, we are at the service of our potential business partners through 
international trade channels across five continents.

Bartók Béla út 105-113, Budapest
H-1115 Hungary +36 20 33 00 220 sales@multisoft.hu www.multisoft.hu

Popular features
Automatic repeatable billings: 
Repeatable billing, which fits easily to the growth. Creating the invoices 
manually is not needed anymore. No manual intervention, only for control.

And beyond: 
You can combine more subscriptions – using only one invoice.
You can send custom e-mails to your clients, before and after the transaction.

We recommend ReBilS to Microsoft Partners for subscription based 
billing and to ISV’s for affiliate network based indirect invoicing.


